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Collaboration is not enough!
What do architects and designers bring?
Commissions and tasks in the built environment become more
complex and demanding, urging for the combination and
integration of different perspectives and kinds of knowledge.
Current challenges in society need to be addressed from
several angles simultaneously, not least in relation to issues of
sustainability where different professions need to collaborate
during the whole process of finding new solutions. There is a
renewed focus on collaboration, which in the field of design is
discussed in terms of “co-production”, “integrative design”, “user
innovation”, “participatory design”, “transdisciplinary design”, etc.
But is collaboration enough? There are some tendencies in
the fields of both design and research to focus on the issue of
collaboration and the process itself to the extent that the questions
of what is the content or what will be the result of the collaboration
is almost forgotten. This raises the question of what do architects
and designers really bring into collaboration? Are architects and
designers mainly facilitators or process leaders, or what areas of
expertise are their core responsibility? Into each collaboration
you need to bring a certain knowledge or ability, and you do not
just collaborate for the sake of collaboration. The discussion on
transdisciplinarity has raised the awareness of the need to cross
and transgress borders between narrow fields of expertise and
to look into other fields of practice to be able to address complex
societal challenges and to see where new knowledge actually
is produced. But the founders of this discussion also point to
the importance of having an identity and base in your own
disciplinary knowledge to be able to go into fruitful dialogue and
transdisciplinary collaboration with professionals or researchers
from other fields1. So, even though design and architecture are
transdisciplinary in their core characteristics, we need to clarify
and be more aware of what is our own disciplinary knowledge.
Design has great potential to contribute to collaborative processes,
not least to address the demanding and urgent challenges in the
societies of today. Architectural and design theory have during
last decades developed an abundance of interesting conceptual
frameworks to strengthen the role of the designer as well as of
design knowledge and thinking. Design has for instance been
described to have the same importance in the contemporary
world of flows as science and technology had in the industrial era,
not least due to the designers’ trained ability to see relations and
patterns among disparate, changing things and to form something
graspable2. “Pattern recognition” has also been highlighted as of
new importance in the digital era of production and experience
of architecture3. Design has been described as a tripartite activity
of a structuring activity, a creative activity, and a communication
activity4, and design as a process that brings something new into
the world involves especially “imagination” and “communication”
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more than pure creativity.5 The ability to associate elements,
actions and practices, read situations and to communicate through
several media is often seen as central in design.6 The ability of nonverbal communication and to think and communicate through
visualisations and artefacts – to “read” and “write” in “object
languages”7 – is a core competence and a central way in which
knowledge is produced and transferred in the design fields.
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These communicative competences are of course of great
importance for every collaborative process, but to communicate
is not the core contribution of the designer. The material
and artefactual aspects of designers’ ways of thinking and
communicating should be stressed. Central is knowledge on how
to form, make, materialise things on different scales from disparate
conditions, ideas, wishes and requirements. Even though design
theory for decades has dealt with the issue of what (architectural)
design knowledge is, there is still a need to further articulate this
and to make it more conscious for designers. The role, specific
competence, expertise and responsibility of each member in a
collaborative team must be clear. So everyone, including you,
knows what you contribute with and actually bring into the
collaboration.
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Well-set collaboration is one of the key aspects that assist teams to survive and cope with complex tasks and business challenges. With
increasing competition, it has become crucial to encourage team collaboration, in order to improve productivity and promote a healthy
working atmosphere. Collaboration enables team members to perform faster and more effective, makes them more responsible, and
motivates everyone. What is the power of collaboration? Why businesses should encourage collaboration among their teams? Here're 6
brief reasons An architectural designer is not a licensed architect, and has not passed the registration exam. Note: an architectural
designer should not be confused with a design architect, who has passed the registration exam and is a licensed architect, but chooses
to only deal with the design aspect of a project, and lets another architect deal with the construction end of things. Continue reading. Do
architects and civil engineers work together? The two main designers of a structure are the architect and the civil engineer; both
professions being integral to the structure's execution and construct...Â Architects are also known as: Design Architect Architectural
Designer Chartered Architect. Was this helpful? Up Next. What is collaboration? Although â€œcollaborationâ€ has become a bit of a
corporate buzzword, that doesnâ€™t mean that itâ€™s an empty cliche. On the contrary, collaboration in the workplace is what makes
teamwork successful. Itâ€™s really that simple. Collaboration is when a group of people come together and contribute their expertise for
the benefit of a shared objective, project, or mission. Itâ€™s a photographer working with a designer to create a cover image, or a
technology department regularly convening with the marketing team to plug away at quarterly goals. In other words, collaboration is the
pr Throughout the design process, architects work with technical consultants who are brought in on the project to work through the
interior systems, like electrical wiring, HVAC, plumbing, etc. These are separate from the builders whose teams construct the final
project using detailed instructions from the architect.Â This is not an assembly line with one party handing off a perfect package to the
next. Instead, continuous communication is used in each phase to mitigate any mistakes or oversights that occurred earlier in the
process. Lessons from the world of architecture.

